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THINK ON

No Time To Slack
On The Home Front
Even if V-E Day comes quickly, as many,
observers say it will, there is no excuse to
slack in the home stretch, especially as our
experts tell us pointedly that whipping
Japan is going to be no easy task, with all
Britain's and our own forces joined for the
job.
Instead of easing off war activities, taking a few days for a quick trip, letting
things which have been pressing you too
hard drop and generally slipping out of
your wartime role as a fighter on the home
front it would be wise, according to best
authorities, to make some personal postwar
plans, while keeping strictly and diligently
at the business in hand .. . which is winning the war.
One of our favorite commentators and a
man well versed in the facts of business
life in this nation is insisting daily that war
contracts should be cancelled now, at the
rate of $5 billion a week, since there is already a surplus of most things needed to
prosecute the conflict against Japan and the
end in Germany is predicted, almost unanimously, by October 31.
Business and industry are again on the
spot, as they were when we entered the
war.; because now the big load of conversion
to peace production is checked to those who
have done such a magnificent. ipla in pro=
ducing the necessities of war.
If you're beginning to use your car more
than you did before the debacle in France,
slow down again; for you will not likely
get a new automobile within a year from
now. If you are a B or C card holder, there
will be tires for you this winter; if an A
rationed driver, you will wait until spring
for synthetic tires. And you cannot build

that new home anytime soon, for lumber is
still tight and it takes time to cut, cure
and stock it. It will be at least six months
after the German war ends before new
homes can go up, says Washington.
Food prices will drop somewhat, for
there is prospect of a surplus after V-E
Day; and labor controls probably will be
dropped quickly, except in areas where
things to beat Japan are being made.
Outlook for men in the European theater
to come home before Christmas, if Germany
falls between now and October 31, is for
only a small number to get that happy
break. Married men will be first, the forecast indicates.
When business gets down to re-conversion from war to peace . .. a process starting belatedly, some things badly needed by
civilians will come along quickly . . . but
not refrigerators, washing machines and
other so called durable goods, which will be
delayed about six months while plants retool.
With the swift change in outlook of the
war, increased interest in the presidential
election campaign is noticeable. Dewey is
reported to be showing gains. The election
appears close at this juncture but it should
be remembered the President has done no
political campaigning as yet and that he
certainly will have attractive vote bifit to
offer when he goes on the air for the first
speech to the voters, October 5.
Thus far, the spotlight has gone to
Dewey and the Republicans because they
have been attacking constantly, and keeping
busy. The Ides of October will cement the
decision of independent voters, women voters and service men and women voters who
will pick the winner.

Blessing Or Liability?
A neighbor newspaper is giving cheers
editorially because an Associated Press
dispatch has just brought the news that
• the huge government ammonia plant at
Henderson, first large federal war plant
constructed in this part of the State, will
not be junked with War's end but instead,
will produce nitrogen for fertilizer.
Of course it would be a great waste if
this big plant should be junked. The government, rushing into production of urgently
needed supplies of war, paid high prices for
its war plants and, even if they are sold•to
private interests when their use as adjuncts
of war is no longer called for, the taxpayers will take a pretty substantial licking.
The AP dispatch which sent our friend
over at Owensboro into paeans of rejoicing
failed to state whether the Henderson
plant would be operated as a federal or a
private enterprise; and -to our way of
thinking, the difference is considerable.
• Already it has been demonstrated to the
AAA folk at Washington that limestone
given to farmers too frequently is held in
light regard . . . as is the. case, unhappily,
with gifts generally, it)-ant!. group or individualL. Benefit payments to farmers, for
applying,lime to land which needs it, are
desired by them, of course; but many times,
the lime it not spread where it would do the
job, but left in piles, behind a barn or in
some other inconspicious place.
The idea is dawning upon leaders of AAA
that, after the war, such things as lime and
fertilizer which may be included in the
federal soil conservation and soil building
program, should be paid for by recipients,

to bring better appreciation of these benefits.
There will be a great and sustained demand for tax reduction after the war; and
properly so. But the tax burden can be
lightened only in such ratio as is made
possible by a reduction of governmental
overhead . .. and it is a thoroughly demonstrated fact that federally operated enterprises are expensive; more so, in fact, than
private business of like nature.
Farmers should have an abundant and
readily available supply of fertilizer for
their land and we are happy in the conviction that AAA programs of the last
several years, both during the war and before, have resulted in awakening many to
realization of the crying necessity for rebuilding soils depleted by too many crops,
by erosion, improper rotation and other
prodigal wastes of fertility which was inherent to a land rich in natural resources
in the early days of the republic.
But, if Uncle Sam puts war plants into
the fertilizer business, undersells the makers of commercial fertilizer already able to
supply nitrogen and other soil needs, gives
the products of such plants away, or otherwise invades established perogatives of individual 4nterprise in this field a great
many repercussions can be expected, some
of which will be extremely detrimental to
the body politic, in our opinion.
The Henderson plant as a producer of
nitrogen for fertilizer can be a great blessing or a doubtful asset, depending upon how
and by whom it is operated, in the peace
time era ahead.

OTHER EDITORS SAY

Bethel Women's College
Real Community Asset
After being closed two years Hopkinsville's 89-year-old Bethel Women's College
is to be reopened this month. That is good
news, not only to Baptists who would be
expected to show a partiality for their own
church schools, but to other parents who
prefer a small college and whose daughters
have be,en long in the habit of turning to
Bethel.
Its record has enhanced the attractiveness of Hopkinsville as a home city. Its location in the charming old capitol city of
Southern Kentucky has made it a desirable
educational plant.
When war conditions, cut so sharply into
Its enrollment the trustees closed it at the.
end of the term in 1942, widespread regret
was expressed, for many people choose the
smaller college during the first years of
their daughters out of high school, basing
that preference on the closer contact of
students with instructors than is possible
where,thousands attend.
Many find it to their advantage, for
various reasons, to send their daughters to

September 21,

Bethel and other schools to that class.
There is at Bethel the culture of the old
South blended with modern ways.
Hopkinsville is small enough for the
students to be received with more notice
than in a large city, and large enough to enjoy city advantages without the disadvantages that go with metropolitan centers.
The reopening of Bethel is a heartening
attitude of Baptist leaders. They are proving their confidence in the future by staking their faith in institutions like Bethel.
And some who have looked about with
trepidation and questions as to the college
for their high school daughter graduates
will be elated to learn of the decision of
Bethel's board of trustees.
(Owensboro Messenger)
1111
Suttee, abolished by /he British in 1829,
was an Indian custom of a widow burning
herself on the funeral pyre of her busband.
Privates in the Papal Guard are not permitted to marry.
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By John N.
Fox
Of all the qualities of the
Jesus, the one which I
feel the
of most is
kindness. we ate
closely related, not only
with
bens of our own family, but
.
those others about us
in the
munity, that unless
PACKAGES FOR OUR ARMED FORCES OVERSEAS
there is •
ness, there is no "yeast In
be moiled between
leaven."
How often we speak
without
sidering how what may
say be
terupted by another in
such a
as to cause
misunderstanding.
often we insist that our
point is the only way inown ‘1
matter may be
considered "
often we forget the right
of
dividual to be autonomous. each'
The one constant effort Jesus
* Address correctly
was to develop men to
the •
0 Wrap them securely
where they could make
right '
es, and express themselves 4
Weight limit-5 lbs.
dividuals. But this
self-expr
while not specifically
0 Size limit--15 in. long
limited ia
New
Testament,
has its limits .
--36 in. length and
only when it remains
within
girth combined
$ bounds of sacrifice, service and
it truly self-rule.
is
* Prepay full postage
We were originally created Le
very image of God, with the
0 Christmas cards
ial ability to be like Him. We
must be in sealed
and prevert our humanity nine,
envelopes but can
fail to recognize the right c't
Other to express himself as a7.
be waded iii v l nue
dividuaL
Because many times I have
guilty of failure to respect the '
Do I know any NEWS? Well, now
of another, I want to cast this
let me see . . . .
enge out upon the waters that
Oh, yes--our VACATION! But good
own life may be enrithed, oar
Gordon Lisanby, new campaign
Princeton Banner for May 17, 1889.
gracious me,
yours also may be refreshed.
chairman for the Democrats in the
Within our own homes we
Don't dare put THAT in the paper,
general election tussle, is properly
And the same paper, same date,
learn to regard one another
my dear;
concerned about the lack of intersaid: If Princeton rebuilds as fast
and to see and respect the
There're some things the Ration
est in elections, so profoundly evidas she burns down there will soon be
point of the other. If this a.
Board just shouldn't HEAR!
ent here the last 2 years. It is going
a new town. Kauffman and Goldhas its foundation in the
to take real ingenuity to get out a
Have I had any dinners? Given a
namer had a half-page fire sale adwithin small villages and LI
sizeable vote this fall, unless war
lunch?
vertisement.
larger communities, it is bound
excitement wanes and voters get
Why, yes—but oh my, there's that
have its effect finally on the
peeved enough about something to
odd Mrs. Scrunch!
An account of the wedding of
at large.
go to the polls.
Miss Grace McGoodwin to Will
If she should get word that she was
Let us all pray that God, the'.
Brown, an engineer on the 0. V.
Ilk
left out
One, will give us each patience
If those members of the Butler
Railroad and son of S. H. Brown,
She'd go in a really TERRIBLE
generous attitude toward one
Tigers who dyed their hair red don't
Pittsburgh coal aerl rail magnate,
pout.
other. May He bless us by •
create more interest on the football
was of especial personal interest.
Oh, say, by the way—now don't
us each into a relationship
field than they did on Main street
Misses Maggie McGoodwin (my
breathe a word—
ductive of tolerence and •
by this tactic the team will be a dud.
mother) and Lillie McGoodwin came
But in March I'm expecting the
Let us so live by faith that the
from Owensboro and Calhoun, relong-legged bird!
delible impression of the C
Thirty-two of 50 couples granted
spectively, for the wedding. Ten
Why, of COURSE the girls will
his generosity and corn •
divorces in a Louisville court one
years later, I made the first of
give me a shower;
love may be the furnishings of
day last week had no children;
many happy visits to the old McBut heavens, don't PRINT it! My
souls.
which indicates chances of married
Goodwin home, scene of the above
husband would GLOWER.
life lasting in that city are less
wedding, where Mrs. Brown has
Mazie
awful
about
And isn't it
than 50-50, unless there is offspring.
lived ever since.
Snorst?
of advice.
From current evidence, recent marI hope you won't think Ir
You haven't HEARD? Why, she's
riages in Princeton have a much
getting divorced!
very nice
Reporter: "I've got a perfect news
better chance of survival.
story."
But—your paper—Now dor.:
In the PAPER? Oh no, I wouldn't
Editor: "How come? Man bite
do that;
I'm choosey,
Rumors current here the last
dog?"
I promised I'd keep it under my
But honestly, dear, it just
several days indicate two longNEWSY!—Vivian Be:'
Reporter: "No. A fire plug sprinklhat.
time Princeton stores have had ated one."
Well, 'bye now, dear, and a word
"Thinking Things Over".
tractive offers to sell out to
Hopkinsville merchants. This doesn't
necessarily mean that Princeton is
a better town than Hopkinsville . . .
only that Hopkinsville folk think
well of prospects here and want to
spread out in our direction.
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San Francisco maintains a "court
and school" for delinquent parents.
Good idea. Princeton might try it,
since much juvenile delinquency is
known to stem from parental neglect.

ly legend
ire-making
e fire to
acing acr
the darkne
eir hooves,
the brush

In addition to their other troubles,
the Germans are now having a• run
on their banks . . . the banks of the
Rhine.

body read

The statistician who figured the
average person uses eight matches a
day had no acquaintance with the
Leader's pipe smoking crew during
our current cigaret shortage.
At our house principal problem
for this white collar worker the
last three weeks has been how to
get his shirts washed.
The fellow in uniform sadly turned away from the postoffice window
when told he would need a friend's
endorsement before he could get a
money order cashed. GU from his
camp were in town . . . but. he was
the bugler!
"Experience," the wise man said,
"makes cowards of us all." And
after living in small towns the last
12 years we begin to understand
what the guy was talking about.
Roy Rowland, who gets around
some, is red hot for Princeton to
have one of the federally paid for
airports, much in the news of late.
Roy says we wouldn't have to buy
any site for the airport, sees many
postwar advantages to the life of the
community.
Now Doc Linton and 'his committee must keep up their missionary work for the tb. hospital among
prominent GOP leaders until after
January 1, if Princeton's bid is to
have proper consideration, choice, of
lotations having been postponed until that date.
•
Rumor says a prominent KiwanIan will take the chairthanship of a
finance committee to raise funds
for a new hospital here. Well, other
Kiwanians nursed the old hospital
for 15 years and here's hoping success crowns the new effort.
A certhin amount of wholesome
ignorance is necessary to the enjoyment or even to the tears
f
existence, says an

CA
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ITH farm income higher than ever

before . . . but with fewet and
fewer things to buy, there was never a better
opportunity in our history for farmers to

make themselves financially strong and in
dependent.
When the crop checks come in, put those
surplus funds into War Bonds! They are
the best investment ever offered the people
of America. You never get less than you
lend, and you get back $4 for every $3 at
maturity.
The farm needs reserves just like our
armies in the field. By buying War Bonds,
you provide reserves of tanks and guns and
planes for our boys today while building
reserveirof cash for your own use tomorrow.
With bumper crops on every hand, we
owe our boys and Vncle Sam a bumper crop
of War Bonds. And we owe it to ourselves
t.; save money against the uncertainties of

the future, to re-equip our farms with new
and more efficient machinery, to repair and
rebuild and refurnish our homes. Best part

of it is . .. we can do both! Let's do it!
S REASONS FOR INCREASING YOUR
WAR BOND PURCHASES
I. The rem-.et this war is hitting its highest point
Gomninen't esper.i.noes foe war are at the peak
Man WNW k Hamm, Now!
2. le Woguistion to WHO HAS TH. HOST NiCINFV,
indirkluals ate not 'buying their share of
Bonds. Ametica rano correct this situation. War
S. Wax Bonds provide farmer and rancher with
the financial teserve hethe
mad hare to astotios she
ordiatry ups and downs of fanning
as a business.
4. Money will be weeded own* se a future date
to leplsce and repair ism eqeapswne, swchiaery,
and buildinga Was Bonds will pride it.
5. Illto Bonds ars dot Wart levesbeses la the
world, sours a mod Itass of interest. sae
/WY .
01
COMIligle OD beep.,.frost bank. post
pare, rural
▪ eatiierue Plarlad.on Credit Afilscfiatios.

For America's Future, for yur Future,
for your children's Future
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Station Monday, where he and Mrs. T. J. Landrum, yesterday
his brother have under con- morning, states that the party
struction a fine residence for she sailed with from New York
had reached Liverpool, England,
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions of those Walter Young.
• • •
after a safe and pleasant voyage.
who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell county al• • •
most 40 years ago and recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files
Princeton, Ky. May 13, 1904.
of Twice-A-Week Leader of those years will be published as a At a meeting of the board of
Princeton, Ky. May 20, 1904.
regular Leader feature. The articles are reproduced just as the trustees of the Princeton Graded Wylie Childress, the popular
Princeton reporters, shortly after the turn of the century, wrote
School Friday night, the same postmaster at Hopson, was in
corps of teachers was selected the city Monday.
• • •
for the next school term. They
Princeton, Ky. February 26, W. S. Poor, of Evansville; Chas,
are: T. J. Coates, principal;
Princeton, Ky. July 15, 1904.
1904.. Mrs. 0. P. Eldred issued Smith, L. G. Cox, John Lamb,
Misses Sallie Wylie, Nannie L G. Cox has moved into his
invitations for a reception Fri- T. M. PoWell, Tom King, Medley Catlett, Tommie Bakeir, Bettie handsome new residence on
day evening from 8 to 10, Mrs. Pool, J. G. Orr, J. N. Brewer, Catlett, Eliza Nall, Daisy Ras- Seminary street. It is one of the
most conveniently arranged
Dique Eldred as guest of honor. Misses Bessie Powell, Lena coe, and Mrs. Sudie Larkins.
• • •
houses in the city. Mrs. Cox
In the receiving party was Mrs. Smith, Stella Cohn, Lucy McPrinceton, Ky. June 17, 1904. drew the plan which was carDique Eldred wore her wedding Goodwin, Mary Tomlinson and
A cablegram from Miss Katie ried out to a letter by Mr. W. H.
dress of mousiline over taffeta Fannie Morehead.
Mae Landrum to her mother, Martin, the contractor.
• • •
trimmed in rare lace diamonds,

linty Agent's
Column

News From The Past

ying has not over-expand
84 the war. In the 3 years
843, total milk production
only about 2 pereent,
as, m the 4 years pre1941, production increased
8 percent. From January
I to January 1, 1944, total
k increased from 133.5 to
million units or an increase
3 percent. There is no evithat production will recede
the war. Other classes of
in the U. S. and in
ky have increased much
r than the dairy cow popuThere are approximately
milk cows on Kentucky
future, we can anticiat more and more of Kenmilk production will be
into total solids uses,
than being sold as cream. BUSINESS STOPS AS
STORM ROARS THR011uti—This was the scene at City Hall and Granby
end is growing with the streets, Norfolk, Va., business
center during the peak of last week's Atlantic_ hurricane. Windows
t increase offered by con- were broken, street cars stalled and
streets flooded. This picture was made during a 70-mile wind.
es. dry milk plants, cheese The storm took 16 lives, property damage totaling $30
millions.
es and flootied milk martrend is shown in marwere, were timed just right to
Saves 75 Acres
from 1940-1943 inclusarrive at setting-on in the very
Of Corn Stover
1940, the percent of total
worst kind of weather, both for
as
tion sold wholesale
James Rogers of Lyon county
By
John
to
tubers
S.
form
if
or,
they
Gardner,
Kentucky
were
milk was 20.2. In 1941 it
is saving 75 acres of corn stover
formed,
grow
to
sizable
into
College
of
Agriculture
and
2; 1940, 30.6; 1943, 329.
Home Economics
potatoes. The remedy would to help out in the serious shortaverage Caldwell county
have been to plant early, and age of hay. Part of it is being
is about 100 acres. Dairy
To conclude the list of vege- gardeners who broke ground be- cut by hand and shocked for
are perhaps one of the
uitable types of livestock table mis-fires, the instance so fore the spring rains came, had
feed, while the remainder will
h size farms. With a con- generally complained a bou t, better crops.
be cut with a binder. Farm
However, early planters had
soil improvement proAgent Aubrey M. Warren says
"vegetables growing to top," their trouble, too. Much
comwe would expect that in
Rogers plans to seed the
should
be
emphasized,
and
its
plained of was the blackening that
are, dairying will be done
in small grain, red top and
land
more efficient basis and control, to fertilize in balanced of the stems, at the groundline,
timothy this fall, then in the
C will have substantial fashion. The commercial fertiliz- such plants dying early, before
spring he will sow sweet clover
in the dairy industry in er that is used should have the potatoes reached size. The
and lespedeza.
-war period.
twice as much phosphorus (the trouble is the disease black
well county, like all of second figure in the analysis) scurf whose germs may come on
ky, can do much to in- as there is nitrogen (the first the skins of even certified seed Girls Find 4-H
efficiency in production. figure.) Thus, enough top is potatoes. These germs are killWork Profitable
1943, Kentucky, ranked made by the nitrogen, and there ed by seed treatment, and treatMary E. Hancock, Adair coun• the average butterfat is phosphorus enough to make ment in some instances accountty 4-H culb girl, received $33
ion per cow, with an a satisfactory set of fruit, and to ed for yields double those from
for a pig which she raised as
• yield of 153 pounds of insure its earliness.
untreated seed.
one of her club projects. She
wever, in 1943, the herds
Another trouble that early-, fed it corn, ground wheat and
The rest of this list will be
Herd Improvement Asgiven over to white potatoes, planted patches encountered was milk. Mary also raised a flock
'no in Kentucky averaged
as complaints concerning this blight, favored by the wet of chickens in her poultry prounds of fat and ranked
crop came from almost every- weather. Blight is prevented by ject. Virginia Wilson, another
average yield per cow.
spraying with Bordeaux, wet Adair county 4-H girl, has sold
ows that Kentucky farm. where.
season or dry. Always, too, the six pigs this year and is feeding
tops
fine
Potatoes
their
with
compete with dairymen
fleabeetles do more or less two more.
r sections when they have staying green, but making no
damage by riddling the leaves
ows and provide ample tubers, behaved so because of
small holes. Bor- remedy is obvious.
d management. In many late planting. Potatoes need with many
And, now, having reviewed at
the control for fleaKentucky has advant- about 120 days to make a crop, deaux is
least the major causes of
.er the North in low cost and at about the halfway point, beetles.
Poor stands were complained garden dissatisfaction this sumroduction. Things to bear tuber-setting takes place. If the
because of early-planted mer, this concludes the 1944
of,
and
hot
is
time
that
at
weather
d in efficient low cost
(or) the ground is dry, few tub- seed rotting, or, planted in hot, garden series.
ion are:
ide use and appreciation ers set. If the season is severe dry soil, "cooking." Seed treatFOR ATHLETE'S FOOT
r-crop pastures. 2. In- in either respect, the "tubers" ment would have prevented HERE'S A DIFFERENT TREATMENT
germ grows deeply. To kill It,
The
alfalfa acreage to pro- may shrivel, leaving not even a both, as it is a control for soil you must reach It. Te-ol solution is the
made with
"pie high quality legume sign, but the vines go on grow- organisms that cause seed only treatment we know of penetrating
alcohol. Has more
breakdown. In some instances 90%
High corn yields. 4. Ef- ing, sometimes all sumer.
GERMS
REACHES MORE
power.
Feel it take hold. Mc at any
utilization of farm maPotatoes that were planted in poor seedbed preparation au- FASTER.
drug store. Today at WOOD MOTO
--adv.
Adequate water supply. late April or in May, as some counted for poor stands, but the CO.
r summer pastures. 7.
producing cows.

Mrs. C. W. Eldred in crimson
velvet voile trimmed in lace,
Misses Annie Fuller and Mamie
Pettit in becoming white gowns.
Miss Aylene Jones presided at
the coffee table. An elegant
lunch was served. The house
wai decorated in yellow roses
and ferns. The guests were:
Mesdames J. A. Akin, T. E.
Coleman, J. W. Glover, F. C.
Shattuck, P. R. Shelby, J. C.
Gates, J. A. Stegar, A. Neel,
J. Golnamer, W. R. Short, A.
Koltinsky, C. W. Lander, J. H.
Williams, J. D. Templeman,
Mitt Templeman, W. P. Henry,

Princeton, Ky. March 18, 1904.
The dance given by a few of
Princeton's young men last Friday night over Griffin and Watkin's Art Studio was highly enwere:
joyed. Those
present
Misses Della and Aimee Wolff,
Aylene Jones, Louise Pettit,
Hazel Johnson, Willie Winstead
and
Bessie
Martin; Messrs.
Robinson Hodge, Jeff and Ray
Johnson, Chas. Rich, Duke
Pettit, Hurbert Young and Dr.
0. B. Powell.
• • •
Princeton, Ky. April 22, 1904.
J. S. Stinebaugh went to Raker's

THE GARDEN

rly legend on the dicsovfire-making says the butfire to man. The aniacing across the plains
the darkness with sparks
eir hooves, it was said,
the brush ablase.
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Roar westward with the Empire
builders in the greatest American
epic of them al!

Cecil B. DeMille's
She's Giving the Nation
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... equally eye-opening are the "Greetings"
of Kentucky's chanticleer columnist every
morning.
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reboil, Ky.

.. Chief of
The courter-Journat's Frankknown as
best
is
Bureau,
fort
"The Bard of Barnyard
buffoonery and light Kentucky lore.
Science", due to his daily bylined column of has forced robins to wire him for Spring
Allan
Acclaimed official harbinger of the seasons,
into wearing sun glasses.
reservations, and heckled the lowly groundhog
himself on a weatherbeaten countenance at 41, Trout graduTall and lanky, and priding
with an A.B. degree. He started work on The CourierCollege
Georgetown
from
ated
becoming re-write man, night city
Journal u a police reporter later
before taking over as Frankfort
editor and held various other desks
Kentucky's historical, scenic and culBureau chief in 1940. Student ofcounty, visited homes in every hamlet.
tural life, he has traveled every
state government as a processing
On the serious side, Allan describes
million tax dollars weekly to be turned
plant drawing into Its maw •hospitals, law and order, conservation,
into roads, bridges, schools, poor and general welfare. As a sideline
regulatory measures, aid to the
people on how their processing
superintendent. Trout reports to theWhether he writes about appleoperating.
agency at Frankfort is
strikes vibrant chords as measured
knockers or allticsilionS, Allan residence in Frankfort, Mrs. Trout
Maintaining
mailbag.
by the
Collier of Paris, Kentucky.
ts the former marsh*
Famous Collection of Antique
of "Trout's meaning, according to Allan,
Under the inaPeellag titlelittle,
if any,
Trivia" which me very
chamber
fans, coffee grinders, mustache cups,
we Most
bottles, fine tooth combs, etc.
snuff
S
pots,

Trout
Across Kentucky ridges Allan you in
to
greeting
signilicans
yoo-hoos a

tilhe Tottritrlournat
Kentuckians Homes
Itooll In 2 out of 3

Neel

Service .. Complete foreign
Noe York fleas Wits
wad Dernestle Coverage.

FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
Here's The Showing Time
Of Each Feature
"ATTACK" at 2:45 and 1145
"CLAUDIA" at 3:40-7:15-9:40
DELIGHTFUL PROGRAM OF SHORT FEATURES

SATURDAY

Doors Open at 1:00 P. M.
CONTINUOUS SHOW

COMING! SEPT. 28-29

"lam"swots Ws MI

EXTRA!
Chapter Three

STONE
ROONEY

MASKED
MARVEL

Walt Disney
Cartoon

PELICAN

HOLDEN
ws
ssaus
su

SUSPENSE!
THRILLS!
CHILLS!

SNIPE
Technicolor

AND THE

In

MARSHALL
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At The Churches
CENTRAL PRESBYTERIAN
CHURCH
Pastor — John N. Fox
Sunday School Supt. —Leonard Groom.
Assistant Sunday School Supt.
—Mrs. Charles Curry.
Sunday —Sept. 24,
9;45 A. M. Church School
10:45 A. M. Morning Worship
6:30 P. M. Pioneer Group
meets in the Annex.
7:30 P. M. Evening Hour of
Worship.
Monday —Sept. 25,
10:00 A. M. Ladies Aid Society
meets in the Annex.
Tuesday —Sept. 26,
7:30 P. M. Princeton Cub Pack,
No. 239, will meet in Butler
Hig h sch oo 1 Gymnasium. All
parents, friends of Cubs, and
other interested citizens are invited cordially to be present.
Wednesday —Sept. 27,
7:30 P. M. Prayer Meeting.
8:30 P. M. Choir rehearses.

dff

Another Year Of
Hard Fighting Is
Seen In Pacific

Truman Speaks

Nazaire served as an
St.
American Army base in World
War I.
A public library book may
reach as many as 250 people in its
lifetime.

I of England was to
ibi
ct
author.One
r_...24111
Olffitshefirairistbiwot::
purmeentOisfevil'nrstehte;Lbe.
(d ed
sie."

•
...................................
1
........................
/

The war in the Pacific the
last two weeks appeared on the
gave srli
surface to be in a lull. This was
deceptive. Greater decisions were
already moving forward. The
Japanese themselves testified
to this when they admitted, officially, that a great crisis faced
Japan. Premier Koiso suggested
that an American landing on
115 Acres, 5 miles west of Princeton, in neigh*"
the Japanese homeland was alSulphur Church; Dirt road; Limestone ow;
White
together possible in the near
,
1
4.11111
water; one, 3-room dwelling with barn; one and ott.
future. Both he and the emperor
Burley base; 25 acres bottom; some young tea*
rallied the people, including 12Priced $1,550.
Sen. Harry S. Truman, Demoyear-old children, to total pre•
paration. .
cratic vice-presidential candidate,
It was clear that while Japan
waves to delegates at the Amerwas badly frightened by the
Legion national convention
ican
and
Europe
in
turn of events
the encroachment of American in Chicago before telling veterarms in the Pacific, she intend- ans of World War I that the
Insurance and Real Estate
ed, as previously, to fight to the G. I. Bill of Rights "will prelast. This prospect gave concern
vent tragic mistakes" under
Phone 54
Princeton,
to American military leaders
OGDEN MEMORIAL
it- which veterans of the first
girding
public
the
saw
who
METHODIST CHURCH
TRAIN WRECK KILLS 29—This is part of the wreckage of the Dixie Flyer last Wednesday night self for V-Day in the spirit world war suffered.
E. S. Denton, Pastor
which crashed headon with another train near Terre Haute, Ind., killing 29 and injuring many
that when this day arrived the te
School,
Sunday
9:45 A. M.
others. Among the dead were many soldiers returning to duty from furloughs.
war would be over.
Harry Long, Supt.
Secretary of Navy Forrestal
11:00 A. M. "Opposing God."
Homemakers Schedule
to dispel this upsurging
tried
6:30 P. M. Youth Fellowship
Bethany, 2:00 p.m. Friday,
Optimism with the statement
service.
Harve
Sept. 22, with Mrs.
that the end of the war in
7:30 P. M. Evening service.
Nichols.
Europe would not alter the
Navy's plans for expansion. In
Cobb, 2:30 p.m. Tuesday,
CHURCH OF CHRIST
Kentucky farmers who have
Mrs. Bertha Redden
Robert McGregor, Minister
fact, he said, the Navy's probappealed to the Smaller War Sept. 26, with Mrs. Earl Wood.
Bible study 10:00 A. M. every Plants Corporation in Louisville
lems would increase with the
Fredonia, 2:30 p.m. Wednesday,
Faces Charge After
Sunday.
defeat of Germany.
for G. I. trucks to help save Sept.27, with Mrs. T. L Grubbs.
Trouble With Husband
Preaching 3:00 P. M. Third their crops and stock from ravIn the field, high-ranking ofEddy Creek, 2:00 p.m. ThursMrs. Bertha Redden of the ficers foresaw more than anSundays.
ages of the drouth appeared to day, Sept. 28, with Mrs. Badger
White School community is other year of hard fighting "bebe a step nearer relief as the Gray.
State Department of Agriculunder $300 bond charged with fore the end will be in sight."
A General On "Kr
It was revealed in this period
Camp Van Dorn, Miss. —A.P. ture and the AAA joined the
wilful and malicious shooting at
that our Navy now was the
—A General who arrived here war agency in seeking surplus
her home. Monday, Sept. 11, greatest in the world, that
trucks.
Roberts,
recently from Camp
following a family quarrel the
thousand-plane raids on Japan
John M. Frier, manager of the J. E. A. Hillyard
Calif., is expected to be a shinSaturday before.
said
Kentucky,
were an eventuality, but nofor
S.W.P.C.
Funeral services for J. E. A.
ing light at "K.P." He is Pvt.
Mrs. Redden is alleged to have
General F. Gilespie, of the. 254th on his return from a conference Hillyard, who died Sunday at shot at her estranged husband, where in responsible circles did
Infantry. Name aside, he'll get in Washington with officials of his home north of Fredonia, barely grazing the side of his one find cause to celebrate a
up with the others every morn- the Treasury Department's Of- were held Monday afternoon at hand, but directly hitting their premature victory. The Marine
Corps reflected this by making
fice of Surplus Property that the Flatrock Cumberland
ing.
son, Alfred Redden, 14, who
every effort was being made to Presbyterian Church.
no immediate plans for
was standing near by. He was
demobilization and, to the conBesides his widow, Mr. HillThe farm woodlands of New get relief for the farmers.
taken to Hopkinsville, where it
trary, laying greater accent on
Frier said his office had been yard is survived by two sons,
York state aggregate more than
was found necessary to remove
training by extending "boot"
flooded with letters from vari- Victor and Belknap, Caldwell
4,000,000 acres.
A few weeks ago I had the privilege
his eye.
ous county officials throughout county, and a Sister, Miss Emma
camp from eight to 20 weeks.
a motion picture that, in my opinseeing
of
Mrs.
swore
a
to
Redden
warilsIPS Nitre Itsliewe
Kentucky confirming the "dire Hillyard, who made her home
rant Sept. 9, for the arrest of
of the finest pieces of entertainone
is
ion,
and
farmers
need" of trucks by
with her brother.
her husband, whose trial was Sensitive Altimeter
that the AAA and the State DeBurial was in Rowland cemecome out of Hollywood. The
to
ever
ment
held in the county court room Aids U. S. Flyers
partment of Agriculture were tery.
You who suffer such pain With tired.
My Way" starring Bing
"Going
Friday
by
was
Judge
A.
picture
F.
Hanberry.
Teterboro, N. J. —A.P.—Amcooperating in effort to get the
nervous, "dragged out" feelings—
all due to functional periodic disThe case was dismissed. Mrs. erican flyers skimming over the
and a new-comer to
Stevens,
Rise
Crosby,
trucks.
turbances—start at once—try Lydia
Mrs. Nellie Lowry Todd
Redden's trial is scheduled for hedgerows in France in P-38's
Pinkliam's Vegetable Compound
Fitzgerald.
to relieve such symptoms. Made
naBarry
Todd,
screen,
Lowry
the
Nellie
Mrs.
quarterly court September 28.
at better than 300-miles-an-hour
especially for women--ft helps naThe dairy program in Casey
tive of Fredonia, died Wednesture! Also a grand stomachic tonic.
speeds to strafe Nazi concentracounty has been increased by the
Follow label directions.
day, Sept. 13, in Louisville.
tions use an altimeter so sensiLYDIA E.PINKHAM'S cvagr
e purchase of a second load of Burial was in the Fredonia Nazis Repeat
tive that it will register the difBrown Swiss cattle.
So impressed was I with this picture, I
cemetery Friday. She is surviv- Old Line Names
ference between the floor and a
4.04.
New
York
Jimmie
Mrs.
daughter;
—Al'.—
In
have scheduled it for four days showing at
ed by a
World
kitchen table.
Foster; two brothers, Jim Lowry War I the Germans had a "Siegthan
more
the Capitol—the longest run ever given a
The divice contains
fried line" and also a "Wotan"
and Smith Lowry.
120 parts, many so tiny that they
picture in Princeton. I have done this beline on the western front, showcan be hidden under a finger
The Census Bureau pictures the ing that the Nazis have not been
cause I believe every man, woman and child
nail, assembled into a gear and
average American father in the pioneers in invoking the names
translates
which
linkage system
in Princeton will want to see it—many a
United States as 44 years old. of ancient, Teutonic heroes.
With Your Small Grain and Pasture Mixtures? married,
a one-eighth inch movement of
living with his wife and
The earlier Siegfried Line,
second and third time.
with one or two children, resident considerably shorter than its a tiny diaphragm into 30 revoluacdial,
a
on
pointer
a
of
tions
of a city of 2,500 population or World War II namesake which
We are now open for business and inspection over and working in private or parallels the Rhine, was created cording to R. P. Lansing, vice
president, Bendix Aviation Cor"Going My Way" is not the usual musinon-emergency work. b b
in 1916 as an outpost of the
poration, which designed and is
at our
type
cal
picture expected from Bing Crosby.
northern part of the Hindenproducing these altimeters.
burg Line. It protected the suppIt is a picture with a heart-warming, human
ly depots of Douai and Cambrai.
interest story plus real acting. Barry FitzThe Wotan Line was another With Zippers, No Doubt
MANTLE
Ocala, Fla. —A.P.—A Marion
protective installation, 12 miles
gerald will absolutely steal your hecirt.
Grain Ceresan Treated
county soldier says he's going to
long.
_
LAMP
Everybody from the youngest to the oldest
Both positions were overrun settle in Australia after the war
racwill
love it.
with
kangaroos
cross
and
by
the
in
British
the autumn of
BURNS
1918 and became death traps for coons. He says he wants to produce fur coats with pockets.
the Germans.
Os I soma

PROPERTY

For Sale
C. A. Woodall

Kentucky Farmers
Want a I. Trucks

1,1
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Boy Loses Eye In
Family Shooting

A Message
To The Citizens
Of Princeton

Deaths-Funerals

mom

MALE PAIN

r

Why Plant Weeds

RECLEANING PLANT

Aladdin
II

Fredonia Valley Seed
Cleaning Plant

FIFTY HOURS
Kerosene
010

R. M. WILLIAMS

Led

Fredonia,

•

Kentucky

Produces a

Afacle4a
White Light

Third Grade

II Casdhp 1.0.r—Y800110 by
0•01•Ity foe 101000
.110000
0

ELDRED HARDWARE CO.
Phone 321

TIRES

A name
FOR GIRLS
to remember!
Discover its
2-way help*

Used Tubes
We have 'just received a new shipment of
Third Grade Tires and liked Tubes. Also have an
assortment of used automobile parts, including
a 1933 Plymouth radiator and grill, all ready to
put on your car. Several wheels of different size
and makes. All kinds of tire repairs.
Let us wash and grease Your car to help
make it look better and last longer.

CARNI

A fresh supply of cup grease in 10 and 25
pound containers. Priced right.

'ETHYL GASOLINE
KEROSENE

Just

18.6c

9c

Service Insurance
Agency

Field Seed

Sincerely,

Sow New Crop Recleaned and Tested Field
THOS. J. SIMMONS

Seed from—

Cayce-Yost Co.
Balboa Rye

Red Top

Beardless Barley

Timothy

Seed Wheat

Blue Grass

Vetch

Orchard Grass

Crimson Clover

Alfalfa

Inoculation for Alfalfa and Vetch,

Store Closed
Wed., Sept. 27

Cyanamid for Plant Bed Treatment

On Account Of Religious Holiday

See Us For Your Car Needs
INSURANCE OF ALL

You will have the opportunity of seeing this marvelous entertainment at your
Capitol Theatre on Sunday, Monday, Tuesday and Wednesday, October 1-2-3-4.

In Hopkinsville

KINDS

R. B. WILLIAMS, M.

W. C. Sparks
Glenn E. Farmer

Cornick 011 Company
Princeton,

Sam Koltinsky

Kentucky
•

Cayce-Yost Co.
HARDWARE
904 South Main Street

AND

IMPLEMENTS
Hopkinsville

A. KOLTINSK
PNIONETON, KENTUCKY

Princeton Leader
Princeton, Ky
•5

ild Grapes

Catlett, Hopkinsville street. Mrs.
Solley is a member of the Central City High School faculty.
• • •
Mrs. Celeste Eldridge has accepted a position in Chicago, 111.
Mrs. Eldridge is a daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Yates, Madisonville street.
• • •
Mrs. Hewlett McGregor and
daughter, Memphis, Tenn., spent
last Thursday and Friday here
with relatives.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Sparks
and Miss Elizabeth Gray spent
Monday in Nashville, where they
attended a Guernsey cattle sale.
• • •
Miss Marjorie Stembridge will
leave this week-end for Lexington, where she will enter the
University of Kentucky. She is
a graduate of the 1944 class of
Butler High School.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. George Hillman,
Mr. Marsh T. Polk and Miss
Prudence Polk have returned to
Nashville after a visit with their
sister, Mrs. Dique Eldred and Mr.
Eldred, W. Main street.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Pete Cavanah,
Chicago, Ill., and Mr. and Mrs.
W. E. Davis, Paducah, spent Sunday here with relatives and
friends.
• • •
Orbit Mitchell, Owensboro„

black, their midnight frosted bloom is half-concealed
matted vines beneath . the
leaves' bronze crumpled
cloak:
with the thinned honey of
autumnal suns,
burned
A) with the tang of
leaf smoke.
.• dark fruit is the final flavor
of a year
t lingers when a summer's
richness is quite lost;
in with the tempered light of
late fall afternoons,
touched with a chill of evenmg frost.
Frederick Ebright

Mrs. W. L. Morse, Earlington,
Rev. J. G. Cothran, Louisville,
spent Monday here with friends
attended the Caldwell county
and relatives.
Baptist Association at the Second
Lowry, Mrs. F. T. Linton, Miss Baptist Church here Wednesday.
• • •
Mary Wilson Eldred, Mrs. Jessup
Elwood Cook, who has recentand Miss McClaran.
ly finished a course in optometry
in the Southern School of
Elks To Entertain
Optometry, Memphis, Tenn., is
visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
With Dance Sept. 30
The Princeton Lodge of Elks Elmer Cook, Madisonville St.
• • • 4
will sponsor a dance Saturday
Mr. and Mrs. Allan Rice and
night, September 30, for members and ladies and invited sons, of Central City, spent Sunguests. A small admission will day with her parents, Mr. and
be charged to cover expenses. Mrs. B. G. Harrington, N. JefferMembers of the armed forces, son street.
• • •
accompained by invited guests,
• Sims
Mrs. Fred W. Pincombe left
will be admitted free. The
Gladys Tune, daughter dance will
recently for Camp Robinson,
begin at 9 o'clock.
Littlie Rock, Ark., where her
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Tune,
the
became
City, Tenn.,
husband, Captain F. W. Pincombe
Methodist
Society
is stationed. Captain Pincombe
of Lawrence Bryant Sims,
has recently returned from 2
t officer, U. S. Army Air Has Annual Tea
, son of Mr. and Mrs. L. B.
The Women's Society of years overseas.
• • •
, Princeton, Friday after- Christian
Service of Ogden
Sept. 8, at 5:30 o'clock, at Memorial Methodist Church
Mrs. Bill Phillips spent several
First Methodist Church in held its annual tea at the par- days in Louisville last week with
City, with the Rev. Morris sonage Monday night, Sept. 11. her daughter, Christine Phillips,
r officating, using the
The program was directed by who is employed there.
• • •
le ring ceremony.
Mrs. C. H. Jaggers, who gave a
Mrs. Edwin Koltonsky is visitr her wedding Mrs. Sims, welcome address to Circle No. 1.
a tailored model of pale Following a song by the group, ing relatives in Louisville this
wool jersey fasioned with topics were led by Mesdames week.
• • •
-neck line and long sleeves Howard Rice, Jack Sartin, ThoMrs. William H. Solley, Cenng in points over the wrists. mas Lacy, James McCaslin and
.ide gold band at the waist F. K. Wylie, after which a duet tral City, spent last week-end
its only trim and gave the was sung by Mesdames W. M. with her mother, Mrs. Doille M.
a smart two-piece effect. Corder and M. H. Carlson, and
wore a small brown felt hat a song by the entire group. The
rsed with blue and brown program closed with a prayer
ers and a sheer brown veil. by Mrs. Jaggers.
other accessories were
The business session
was
I have purchased the John Davis and Son
it and she carried a single eliminated with exception of an
e orchid on a white bible.
Mrs.
by
Jaggers
announcement
Marble and Granite Works and have reopened
ter the wedding a reception that material had been purchasheld at the home of the ed for slipcovers to be used on
for business. Memorials of all kinds—large or
, at which refreshments furniture in the church parlor.
served to 39 guests.
A committee, composed of
small—whatever your needs are for a memorSims, a former instructor members of Circle 2 served tea
mbry-Riddle Field, Union and cookies from a beautifully
ial, we have it. All work made and handled by
, received his rating and decorated and arranged table.
s as a service pilot in the Mrs. James McCaslin poured tea.
experienced workmen and guaranteed. SatisTransport Command at
Members present were Meseville Army Air Field, Bly- dames Jack Sartin, M. H. Carlfied customers is our record for 65 years.
lle, Ark., September 8. His son, George Martin, Jr., Hillary
ts attended the wedding.
Barnett, Howard Rice, Charles
Hubbard, Elmer Hoffius, Thomas Amoss, W. L. Davis, George
Cross Visitors
Let's keep the monument business in our
Martin, Sr., F. K. Wylie, J. H.
Os At Luncheon
Ratliff, John Couch, Lelia Cash,
home town.
George Jessup, Paducah, Fred Pickering, Salem Jones, T.
:Ipervisor of Red Cross J. Simmons, Stanley Sharp,
dressings, and Miss James McCaslin, K. V. Bryant,
ette McClaran, Jackson, Thomas Lacy, Grayson HarrelRed Cross field represent- son, George Petitt, Al Thomas
guests at the Prince- Page, E. S. Denton, C. H. Jaggers,
al Dressing room Tues- Homer Mitchell, L. P. Hopper, J.
Sept. 19. A luncheon was R. Burkholder, Charles Jenkins,
ul their honor at the home Lala Barnett and Miss Virgie
C 0. Akin by Mrs. W. C. Barnett. Guests were Mesdames
Princeton, Ky.
Phone 96
s. local chairman. Present W. M. Corder and W. B. HubMrs. J. J. Rosenthal, Mrs. bard.
Sevison, Mrs. W. D. Ratrs. J. B. Lester, Mrs. W. L.
Honored
Miss Bertie Nichols, Mrs. Miss Stembridge
C.
Party
W.
Mrs.
Armstrong,
.
At Farewell
on, Mrs. J. D. Stephens, Miss
Employes of Goldnamer's
Scrugham, Mrs. Brad tore gave a farewell party at
Mrs. H. A. Goodwin, Mrs. the home of Mr. and Mrs. HillNorthington, Mrs. S. J. ary Barnett, W. Market street,
Tuesday night, Sept. 19, at 7
o'clock, in honor of Miss Majorie
Stembridge, who will leave this
week-end for Lexington, to attend the University of Kentucky.
Present were Mr. and Mrs.
Urey Nichols, Mrs. and Mrs.
Barney Jones, Mr. and Mrs.
And al's a dream walking!
at
John Roy McDowell, Mrs. CurThe dashing bow, the
ENDSHIP SCHOOL tis Sigler, Mrs. Berdie Moore,
bumper toe and square-.
Mary Ruth
Jr.,
Talley,
H.
N.
FRIDAY NIGHT
back heel look very
Lowery, Miss Nannie Holt, A. P.
Sept. 22nd.
young and gay.
Bonner, Mr. and Mrs. Hillary
Barnett and Marjorie Stem-

Bert L. Keeney, owner

(By Gladys Ruth Moore)
Mr. and Mrs. D. 0. Boaz are
spending a few days visiting
Mr. and Mrs. Sherdie DeBoe, in
Dawson Springs, Ky.
Mrs. R. D. Samuels of Repton,
was a recent guest of Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond Moore.
Mrs. Nellie Smith and Mrs.
Florence Phelps'- both of Coniterville, Ill., were recent guests
of Mrs. Grant Lowry and Mrs.
C. W. Moore.
Mr. and Mrs. Pat Rust were
recent guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Henry Hughes.
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Ray, Jr.
and little daughter were recent

The Leader
Congratulates
Mr. and Mrs. Argyle Goodaker, Princeton Route 1, on the
birth of a daughter, Dana Caren,
September 17, at Princeton
Hospital.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Glass,
Cobb, Route 1, on the birth of a
son, September 12, at Princeton
Hospital. He has been named
Richard Derrol.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Storms,
Princeton, Route 3, on the birth
of a son, Robert Lance, September 17, at Princeton Hospital.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Luther
Cotton, Princeton, Route 3, on
the birth of a son, Robert Nelson, September 16.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. James Glenn
a
Johnson, Hawthorne street, on
the birth of a son, William
Glenn, Sept. 11.
• • •
Sergeant and Mrs. John Keeney on the birth of a son, Donald
Boynton, September 20. Mrs.
Keeney is the former Donelle
Adkins. Paternal grandparents
are Mr. and Mrs. Henry Keeney,
E. Market street.

Mrs. H. H. Chancellor, Houston, Texas, is visiting her sister,
Mrs. George Hill and other relatives here.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall P. Eldred, Louisville, spent last weekend with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Dique Eldred.
The first steamship to cross
the Atlantic was the Rising Sun,
which made the voyage in 1818.

BLIC INVITED

511°"
A trim, slim tie, ever so
smart and comfortable
with its clever perforations
and classic Cuban heel.

The Nation's Gift to Our Armed Forces
See our assortment of candy, cookies and
her delicious food items for service men. Prered in boxes . • .
Five Select Gift Packages, For Overseas
d America.

* SALUTE
1.29
* RANGER
* CANDY PLAYBOY .. 2.49
* CANTEEN SNACK .. 4.00
* HOLIDAY SR

2.00

Place
your
to
sent
be
will
der with us and your box
factory.
from
rvice man or woman, direct
See these samples at

Goldnamer's

Cheerfully, briskly, beautifully styled...
Vitality Shoes are right dress today!
For restful walking freedom with
stamina to "take it"...on K.P. duty
at home...on war duty at office or
plant...on play duty...wherever you
fits the Victory Tempo!
Vitality
go

,A beautiful *somen-in,**MOW
outer." For stamina plus
double-duty styling, this
open-worked step-in.
Is lust the thing,

guests of Mr. and Mrs. J. B.
Ray, Sr.
Miss Debbie Butts is visiting
Mr. and Mrs. John Hughes of
Gary, Ind.
Miss Connie Brasher, of
Princeton, was a
week-end
guest of Miss Dorothy Brasher.
Mrs. Raymond Moore and
daughter, Miss Gladys Ruth
Moore are visiting Mr. and Mrs.
W. T. Mitchell, of Paducah.
Miss Mary Ellen Boaz, of
Evansville, was a week-end
guest of her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. D. 0. Boaz.
Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Young
and son, Billie Sam, were in
Evansville Thursday.
Mr. Jimmie Ray was a weekend guest of his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. R. P. Ray.
Rev. and Mrs. Charles Hendrix of McKenzie, Tenn., were
recent guests of Mrs. Raymond
Moore.
Mrs. Ambie had as hOr Sunday dinner guests, Mr. and Mrs.
J. C. Simkins and children, of
Frances, and Mrs. Kate King.
Mr. and Mrs. Hershell Wring,
of Evansville, and Mr. and Mrs.
Hollis Wring, of Evansville,
visited relatives in Fredonia and
Marion last week-end.

Winter Values of the Month

Leather Coats, cape skin, belt all around
Leather coats, button front
Sport coats, leather and wool combination
$7.50 and $8.00
Received a lot of Men's Overall pants.
Complete line of Munsingwear, come while we
your size.
A case of Men's heavy Unionsuits

The guinea pig, not from Guinea, and not a pig, is a South
American cavy, distantly related
to the rabbit.
Until 1750, sugar
sidered a medicine.

was

con-

Fall Fashion Futures
A word to the fashion-wise!
Choose your your Fall wardrobe carefully with an eye
to smooth good looks, longrange versatility and wearability. Ready now, our Fall
Fashion Futures spotlight
the clothes you'll prize thru
Winter. The furred tuxedo
coat, classic suit and topcoat, casual and date dresses.
Hand-picked beauties, come
see the entire collection first
thing tomorrow. We picture
here our most popular coat
and suit models.

KENTUCKY
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College Circular
Discusses Farming

"Farming As a Business" is a
the
new 18-page circular of
Kentucky College of Agriculture and Home Economics.
Reared on the farm and still
owner and operator of a farm,
Lawrence A. Bradford, the
author, gives farming a goingover that should be interesting
and valuable to many persons
now living on farms.
Discussed are such subjects as
how much money farmers make,
the cost of living on farms, how
to learn farming, and factors
that should be taken into account in buying a farm either
as an investment or just for a
place to live.
Bradford brings out, for instance, that farmers had on an
unidentified delegates (center) tear up average only about $600 a year
TEXANS TEAR UP ANTI-ROOSEVELT POSTER-Two
to the floor of the Texas State Demo- to call their own, even after
balcony
a
from
thrown
was
an anti-Roosevelt poster which
.
Wirephoto)
(AP
average gross incomes had
cratic convention at Dallas last week.
climbed to $2,200 in 1941. InRip Van Winkle Bulb
comes in the five years before
McMinnville, Ore. -A.P.-A that averaged only 1,800 a year,
electric light bulb purchased 3 which left still less after operatPHILIPPINES
taxes, labor
years ago by Dr. and Mrs. R. A. ing costs, upkeep,
paid. Finally, he
were
the
When
Ryder still works.
says:
moved from Denver, they pack
Pacific
"This circular lays large embe
trunk
a
in
away
bulb
the
Ocean
cause their new farm had n
electricity. Recently they move
to Yamhill and, in unpacking
PALAU
MINDAN A0
came across the old bulb.
IS. At
^".PELELIU
Das.ao
Every Army division goin .
•PAEMA
abroad carries with it an 8,000
book library.

Burley tobacco barns should
be. fired, that is, heated artificially, whenever it is impossible to dry tobacco in daytime
merely by opening ventilators.
The time to fire does not depend solely upon the weather.
Some barns may be so loaded
with tobacco that good curing
conditions can be obtained in
no way except by continuous
firing, even in the best of
weather. Barns containing a
moderate amount of tobacco and
having plenty of ventilation may
need to be fired only during
periods of exceptionally humid
weather. There is no single rule
that will cover every situation.
Above all, a tobacco grower
should not fire, or refrain from
firing, just because his neighbor
does. Circumstances may not be
the same. Each grower should
be guided by condition of the
tobacco inside his own curing
barn, and he should fire whenever he finds his tobacco has
remained in case more than 12
to 24 hours.
If the grower will feel around
inside his barn to find how his
tobacco feels and compare what
he finds there with the feel of
a sample of tobacco hung outdoors, he will soon learn just
how his barn reacts to different
kinds of weather. With this
knowledge he is in a position to
know when he should fire and
when he should merely adjust
the ventilators.
Purpose of firing is to lower
humidity of the barn air and
HAL MA HEft;A
thereby prevent cured leaves
from remaining in case for too
• ••••WAIGEO
long a time. Tobacco cured un$. SCHOUTEN
TO BRING A
der high moisture conditions is
Ilit;41
5 1AK
$
likely to houseburn, or at least,
cgsWas
.
to be of low quality. This is the
1W4ter
chief reason many farmers find
CELEBES
firing profitable. Each tobacco
barn should be treated as an individual problem, and firing
with your garments left
should not be done without reNEW
Bomb, Sea
gard to need for it.
GUINEA
for cleaning.
It is never necessary to raise
In this manner, you will get
temperature inside barns more
WERE AMERICANS LAND NEAR PHILIPPINES-Arrows point
WIRE HANGER back with
a
than 10 to 15 degrees above outs
MasArthur'
to Morotai Island, where forces of Gen. Douglas
garments, and protect
your
side temperature. The ideal is
the
in
command made a surprise landing, and to the Palau group
your cleaning from wrinkling.
to both heat and ventilate so southwest Pacific, invaded by marines and army assault forces
that cured leaves will be barely of Adm. Chester W. Nimitz command. Philippine Islands are 300
out of case. If the barn is tight- and 600 miles, respectively, distant. (AP Wirephoto).
ly constructed, side ventilators
Tobacco cured in an atmosshould be partially open both
phere of wood smoke similar to
at night and during the day.
that used for smoking meats and
Never heat a closed barn. Too
much ventilation wastes fuel;
fish is known as fire-cured towhereas too little ventilation
bacco.
will make conditions worse than
Despite war restrictions, the
when no heat is used.
Kentucky College of AgriculThis is the second of a series
ture sent to farmers last year,
of articles on tobacco curing,
almost 2,000
furnished by the University of upon their request,
for buildings and
Kentucky Agricultural Experi- sets of plans
equipment. In most instances
ment Station.
plans and information were asked for stock and poultry buildings, granaries and other storages, self-feeders and other
labor-saving equipment.
As a result, says the annual
report of the College's ExtenEstablished in 1907.
sion Service about 8,000 new
buildings were built, 10,000 were
remodeled and about 10,000
pieces of livestock and poultry
equipment made.
"Where Your Insurance Needs Get Personal
Increased stock raising in
Kentucky has revealed that
Attention"
many farmers do not have
adequate buildings for more
stock, poultry and crops, ac117 Main Street
cording to the college. A review
of the general farm situation
PRINCETON, KENTUCKY
out that many
To The Holders of Elks Home, also brings
have been neglected
Incorporated, Princeton, • Ken- buildings
to a
tucky, Second Mortgage 5% and allowed to depreciate
Bonds dated October 1, 1928, Due condition where they are almost
useless.
October 1, 1948:
Persuant to instructions of
the Trustees of the Elks Home, WAC Mother
Inc., the following Second Mortgage Bonds have been called for Escapes Doting Son
Atlantic City-A.P.- When a
payment on October 1, 1944:
Numbers 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, private returns from a furlough
15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 25, 32, 45, three days ahead of time, there
48, 51, 52, 75, 76, 93, 94, 95, 100, must be a reason.
Explained WAC Pfc. Brydie B.
102, 119, 120, 131, 134, and 135.
Interest on the above number- Hyland, 47, of Boston: "My son,
ed bonds ceases on that date. Cpl. Robert Hyland, arrived
Please present for payment home about the same time I did.
promptly.
He was so proud of his uniformed mother that he took me to
show in Boston and showFIRST NATIONAL BANK every
ed me off at just about every
Princeton, Kentucky
night club. He just wore me out.
TRUSTEE
I came back to rest up before
going to duty."

tr
MOROT

of sumption s. A discriminating
phasis on farmliig as a way
family acts with good judgment
and
living
gaining a comfortable
particularly in
a In all things, and
in
farm
A
life.
wholesome
recognized
good community is
place
Whatever your age it is none too soon to begin ott.
as being unsurpassed as a
provides
It
family.
a
rear
to
paring for your retirement. If you are still young, ilmie
to
a54
hundreds of satisfactions
take care of that. The sooner you start
adthose who like it. These
vantages and satisfactions can
be had by those who approach
farming with a good attitude
on
and understanding a n d
Most
a sound financial basis.
farmers who have succeeded
the less you will have to save for it. Let me show youlk,
have used this approach; most
figures.
have
of those who have failed
approached farming on false as-

Retirement Plan

Mark Cunningham, Agt.
NEW YORK LIFE INSURANCE CO.,

FOR SALE
Varmint Trace Road
- Priced Right -

III W. Market St.

Phone 81

Princeiok,

Attention, Farmers!

John E. Young
Agent

SAy PEPSI FIR

The chemical to burn your plant bei
Place your order now, as it is scarce.

Please
Remember
WIRE
HANGER

$93F1FLAVO

Phone 2605 or 2613

Papal-Cola Company, Long Island City, N. F.
Franchised Bottler: Pepsi Cola Hopkinsvtlie Bottling Company

iden
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the
te re
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will to
include:
Treat e
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cardin
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Always
and
ctions.
lways
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uzzle e
e sure
ou pul
ever
you do
ever 1
ed un
Never
with a
ever s
e or
Do no
lcohol.
rvance
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ate h
cky, p
mar
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es
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When
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Farm Buildings
Being Improved

Fee
an
use of
on in
crops
any
Agent
t is e
of alfa
will
creage
and m
e-vetc
for

C. A.Woodall

DEPENDABLE
INSURANCE

rscloY,

Insurance Agency

body

NOTICE

Wanted
Your dead stock is needed for grease to
make explosives.
We render grease to help defeat the Axis.
We remove promptly and free of charge.
Do your part by calling.

Kentucky Rendering Works
Telephone: Morganfield 239 or
Uniontown 55
COLLECTORS OF WASTE GREASE

With Carey Rock Wool. Blown home insulation is
not an expense-it's an investment that will pay for
Itself in a very few winters, saying nothing of the
aoinfort of the summer months. Up to 17 degrees
cooler in summer and 30 to 40 percent fuel saving in
winter.

HE

WHERE LOAFING IS DANGEROUS
But today, here in our country, there is a more dangerous
and destructive kind of loafing
than loafing in battle. It can
WHAT WOULD HAPPEN
properly be called TAX
TO THESE BOYS IF I
G. This means that
LOAFIN
SHOULD°LAY DOWN"
any industry, or business, or
ON THE JOB ?
person earning money, that
does not pay its (or his) fair
share of the total tax bill, is a
UR great American army TAX LOAFER.It means that
is writing a magnificent all the rest of us-industries,
s
record in the Pacific, France merchant and individualsto our tax burdens
added
have
and Italy. But no army can win
the
that
load
the tax loafer
battles or wars with loafers.
be
And our forces would never should carrying.
The most notorious exhave got anywhere on any
of tax loafing are the
amples
each
on
man
one
front if even
combat team loaftd when there enterprises owned and operated
was fighting to be done. Thus by the federal government and
the cartoon at•ove can be prop- by cities. When the Governerly labeled, THIS AIN'T ment or a city takes over itn
industry (such as an electric
THE ARMY.

0

power system) that industry
ceases to be a taxpayer and
becomes a tax loafer--because
neither the. Government nor
cities pay any federal taxes.
Then you and other taxpayers
are forced to take up the but
den they have dropped.
Let's suppose you operate a
faCtory or store, or that you
are a doctor or dentist. How
would you like to have the
federal government (or your
city or state) become your
competitor-offering goods or
services at lower prices because
it did not pay taxes and because
it could cover up losses out of
tax revenues? Wouldn't you be
against suet; competition as
unfair and as a violation of
American principles?

Why not drop us a card-estiMates are free.

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY
A Taxpaying Utility With Your Community's interest At Heart
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°dents Mar
Ming Season

Flags Available
1945 Kentucky Wheat
To Families Of
Acreage Goal Announced
American Heroes
AAA News

kfort, Sept. 19, —Alarmthe number of hunting
env reported during the
several -weeks, Earl Wallace,
tor of the Division of
e and Fish, urges more
at
ul handling of firearms
es.
"Safety Commandments"
bservance by hunters were
as a means of preventing
a accidental shooting durthe squirrel season and the
t and bird hunting seasons
will follow. These suggestinclude:
Treat every gun with the
t due a loaded gun. This
e cardinal rule of gun safeCarry only empty guns,
down or with the action
automobile.
, into your
camp or home.
Always be sure that the
1 and action are clear of
actions.
Always carry a gun so that
can control the direction of
uzzle even if you stumble:
Be sure of your target beyou pull the trigger,
Never point a gun at anyyou do not want to kill.
Never leave your gun unded unless you unload, it
Never climb a fence or
with a loaded gun.
Never shoot at a flat hard
ee or the surface of water.
Do not mix gunpowder
alcohol.
ervance of those simple
utions will do much to
ate hunting accidents in
cky, preventing tragedies
mar the pleasure of
Ts and eliminating loss of
'ng time in works when
ction of food and war
ials is vital for victory.

tour Tobacco
Ives Drouth
acre of tobacco grown by
Loy, 4-H'ers of Russell
y, demonstrated the value
anting tobacco on the conWhen drought wilted the
tobacco on the farm,
withstood the
's patch
because of its stored-up
re.

Feed Crops
an County
use of the feed-livestock
.on in Logan county, more
crops will be established
in any other year, reports
Agent John R. WatlingIt is expected that 1,500
of alfalfa and grass mixwill be sown. The balbo
creage will exceed 20,000
and more than 1,000 acres
e-vetch mixture will be
for harvesting seed in

rybody Reads The Leader

The Kentucky wheat acreage
goal for 1945 of 525,000 acres
has been announced by the War
Food Administration, according
to Roy Newsom, chairman Caldwell County AAA. Farmers
should plan their 1945 wheat
acreage to be in balance with
other needed crops, and no increase made which would result in plowing land that should
stay in grass. Mr. Newsom says
J. Scott True, acting chairman of
the Kentucky AAA Committee,
advised: "In view of the improved wheat supply situation
the War Food Administration is
advising farmers that it is not
desirable to go beyond the goals
in planting for 1945 harvest. A
normal yield per acre in 1945,
which would be considerably
below the estimated actual yield
in 1944, would provide fully for
estimated needs, including an
adequate reserve for carry ever.
The announced goal should be
regarded as a maximum figure."

Lumber Control is Based
On Farm Grown Timber

Washington, D. C. Sept. 19—
Senator Albert B. Chandler of
Kentucky called attention today
to a provision of the government that makes a large American Flag available to the
families who have had a boy to
die in service.
For each membei of the
Armed Forces, the government
provides an American Flag,
which is presented to his family.
If the boy died in this country
and the body was returned
home for burial, it is presumed
the flag that accompanied the
body was retained by the family.
Boys, who die overseas are
buried near the place they die
and in those cases, a flag is
available to the family upon
filling out a brief application
and presenting proof of death.
Notice from the War Department received by the family is
ample proof. All who have lost
sons in this war are eligible. The
flags are five *feet wide and

nine feet, six inches long.
The family should obtain
Form 2008 from the nearest
Veterans Administration office
or the local postoffice, produce
notice of death, state they have
not received a flag, fill out the
form and either take it or mail
it to the nearest Veterans Administration Office. Senator
Chandler's office in Washington
will be glad to send the form
if it is not convenient to get it
from one of the other sources.
Senator Chandler expressed
the hope that every bereaved
family would take advantage
of the government's offer of one
of these flags to be kept as a

cate which he has obtained from
Lumber control regulations his County Agricultural Comhave been liberalized by the mittee, of any other certificate
War Production Board to per- he is authorized to use, or by
mit farmers 5,000 board feet of extending a certificate he has
lumber annually without Coun- received from another lumber
ty AAA certification. The lum- dealer, according to Roy Newtrees som, chairman Caldwell County
AMERICANS REACH GERMAN SOIL—This photo, first to be received of American troops ber must be cut from
after they penetrated the German border, shows members of Lt. Gen. Courtney H. Hodges' First grown on the farmer's land. If AAA.
a farmer wishes to receive more
army marching on the road to Aaachen.(AP Wirephoto via Signal Corps radio).
than 5,000 board feet of lumber Reseeding Depleted
canning and meal preparation.
seven years from the same which has been cut from his Pastures Is Approved
Georgia Witt, 4-H'er in Harlan field of alfalfa. Occasional ap- own trees, he may do so only by Pastures Is Approved
county, sold green beans from plications of manure are made. providing the sawmill a certifiApproval was received this
Clark county turkey growers
her Victory garden at $3 per
week on reseeding depleted
have 28,000 turkeys in flocks of bushel. She also sold more than
pastures where at least one
200 or more.
50 bushels of apples.
grass and one legume are used.
In Boone county, 1,000 bushels
Because of frequent, shallow
This is included in the 1944 reof balbo rye seed were sold to hoe cultivation, G. B. Kidd of
gular practices which can be
farmers; last year less than 40 Lee county reported his tobacco
earned and includes, alfalfa-50c
bushels were available.
was in good condition throughper pound; alsike clover-40c per
He Isn't Afraid To Eat AnyFarmers ir Boyle county are out the drought.
pound; Bluegrass - 32c per
Thing Now And Distress
pretty well agreed that Ky. 41Andrew H. Turpin, a sheep
pound; lespedeza - 12c per
From Other Troubles ReA has made the most satis- raiser for 15 years, is one of
pound; orchard grass - 40c per
lieved Too, He States. Tells
factory growth this year of all many farmers in Madison counpound; red clover - 50c per
Case.
His
About
varieties of tobacco.
ty to express satisfaction with
pound; red-top - 20c per pound;
At the Christian county 4-H the use of phenothiazine.
"Retonga brought me wondersweet clover (scarified) - 18c
Sam Barbee, Adair county, ful relief and a day seldom
club camp for Negro boys and
per pound; sweet clover (unhullgirls, $41 in war stamps were has cut 28 crops of hay in passes but what I tell somebody
ed) - 12c per pound; Timothy demedicine,"
great
this
about
purchased.
10c per pound. Additional inclares Mr. G. S. Nighbert, well
The apple orchard of D. M.
formation is available at the
View
Lyons
of
resident
known
Carmical of Harlan county is
AAA Office.
Pike, Knoxville, Tenn. Mr. Nighloaded
with
fruit following
bert for many years has been
careful spraying, transparents
foreman on such projects as Norselling for $5 per bushel.
May Warn of Disordered
ris Dam and similar work. He is
Mr. 0. S. Nighbert
Several farmers in Edmonson
Kidney Action
a Mason of long standing. Speak"Retonga began to relieve me
county reported harvesting 30
worry.
Modern life with Its harry and
ing of Retonga Mr. Nighbert con- within a week and now I feel
Irmular habit., Improper eating and
bushels of wheat to the acre,
better, I sleep soundly, and I am
drinking—its risk of expoware and infec- tinued:
which is twice the unsual yield
tion—throws henry strain on the work
"For several years poop appe- not afraid to eat anything I
of the kidney.. They are apt to become
of many farms.
over-taxed and fail to filter exams and tite, indigestion and constipation want. The constipation has been
and other impurities from the life-giving
Earnings from less than an
gave me little peace. I was al- relieved, too, and I feel much
blood.
acre of cucumbers planted on
You may suffer nagging backache.
eat because of stronger. Retonga is the best
headache, dizziness, getting up nights, most afraid to
the contour by Everette Laleg pains, swelling—feel constantly the gas pains I would suffer medicine I ever used."
signs
Other
out.
worn
tired, nervous, all
mastur of Butler county were
Retonga is intended to reof kidney or bladder disorder are some- afterwards. I felt like I was full
times burning, scanty or too frequent of toxic poisons
$317, with several pickings in
from sluggish lieve distress due to Vitamin B-1
urination.
the
prospect.
elimination, my nerves were deficiency, constipation, in suffiTry Dean's Pills. Doss's help
kidneys to pas off harmful excess body
Ruth, Frank, Joe and Foster
waste. They have had more than half a shaky, and my sleep never seem- cient flow of digestive juices in
,
meow
Are
approval.
public
of
century
Pickett of Green county are
ed to refresh me. I felt weak the stomach, and loss of appeseaded ty grateful were everywhere.
and rundown and I didn't seem tite. Accept no substitute. ReAs year swalphbor!
feeding 27 Angus calves for the
able to find anything that would tonga may be obtained at DawLouisville Fat Cattle Show.
—Adv.
son's Drug Store.
help me.
In Bell county, 166 pressure
cookers have been bought this
year by homemakers to use in

Ky. Farm News

FOREMAN, FEELING FINE
NOW, PRAISES RETONGA

DOAN'S PILLS

to a

boy who
lasting memorial
has given his life in his country's
serv ice.

FALSE TEETH
That Loosen
Need Not Embarrass
Many wearers of false teeth
have suffered real enibarrassment because their plate dropped, slipped or wabbled at just
the wrong time. Do not live in
fear of this happening to you.
Just sprinkle a little FASTEETH,
the alkaline (non-acid) powder,
on your plates. Holds false teeth
more firmly, so they feel more
comfortable. Does not sour.
Checks "plate odor" (denture
breath). Get FASTEETH at any
drug store.

Purebred Duroc
Thursday, Sept. 28
1:00 P. M.
•
1 2 miles southeast of Princeton, Ky.,
Nine and /
1 Vz mile off Highway No. 128 on rock road at Valley
View Stock Farm.
Will sell at auction the following:

15 sows with litters

4
15
20
3

herd boars
spring boars
open gilts
bred sows

With careful selection of sires and dams we consider this one of the highest quality and best bred
herds in the south.
TERMS, CASH.

H. C. McConnell &

Son, Owners
Auctioneer: Elmer Middendorf, Jacksonville, Ill., experienced Duroc auctioneer.

Matched Work Snits
for Men of Action
SHIRTS

$1.98

For comfort and for durability it's hard to beat
this sturdy work Shirt, cut comfortably full, welltailored and reinforced Postman blue.

Sanforized Covert Pants

$2.49

Well made pants in postman blue or gray. . . .
Thoroughly reinforced. 30 to 44 waists.

GET OUR
"SIX-STAR
SERVICE

SERVICE

Overall "Dee Cee" Jackets $1.87
Well-tailored of Sanforized shrunk blue denim.
Ample pocket spacy and fully reinforced.

Genuine Grain Leather Coats
$15.00

SPECIAL"
*

De-Sludge" Car

Engine

v Tune Motor
* Rotate Tires
It lubricate Throughout
v Check Steering and
Wheel Alignment
* Service Brakes, Clutch,
Transmission, Rear
Axle

Rugged comfort against Icy blasts. Rayon lined.
Sizes 36 to 44.

FIRST in total volume of car and fruck service in town after
America.
town, in state after state, in every section of
preference
FIRST in that deep-seated public confidence and
PEOPLE
which are expressed in the statement—"MORE
TO
THAN
SERVICE
GO TO CHEVROLET DEALERS FOR
ANY OTHER DEALER ORGANIZATION."
CAR AND TRUCK
FIRST to Introduce the famous wartime
CONSERVATION nAta to help "save the wheels that

AUTUMN MUM

serve America."

WORK SHOES

VICTORY
BUY MORE BONDS • • • SPEED THE

Origiastor cad Ootstoading Loader of"CAR

CONSERVATION"

Stunning wool Jersey with a dramatic splash of color at
neck and sleeves. Young, flattering lines by Nelly Don
in a trim coat style that goes everywhere smartly! Clever
slit pockets. Navy, brown, purple, black with clan plaid
gingham trim. Sizes 10-18.

SULA & ELIZA NALL

WORK

HOSE

$3.98
Leather uppers, tire-cord
soles. Brown retan blucher.

GOWIN & PAGE, Props.

Rockford hose with toe
and heel reinforeements.
10 to 12.

Durable Work Gloves
79c
Leather palm. Well sewn
gloves of Brand Canton
flannel. White, waler-proof
ruff.

PRINCETON, KY.

FEDERATED STORE

•-•
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Drive Begins for
Roadway On Top
Of Kentucky Dam
Spa

THE PRINCETON LEADER, PRINCE
TON, KENTUCKY

4-H Achievement
Days In October

CLASSIFIED ADS

J. W. Whitehouse, State
4-H
Club leader, announces 12 district achievement programs
will
be held in Kentucky in October.
They will be attended by
county champions, from whom
district champions will be selected
.
Then from the list of distr
ict
winners, members of the Ken
tucky 4-H Club Hall of Fam
e
will be selected. The stat
e
champions will receive trips to
the National 4-H Congress in
Chicago.

Thursday,
Dehydrated Mutton

September 21,1
9

Madras, ludia—A.P.—On the
See us for your aero eynamide recommendation of the United
now. Mitchell Implement Co. Kingdom dehydration mission
AWARD
Phone 2605 or 2613.
ltp. which toured India last winter,
n Held Essential
a factory is to be erected at
EDIT°
FOR SALE—Three houses on Ranipet
for the production of
To Proper DevelopS. Jefferson; all modern; new- precooked and minced dehydratment Of Lake Area As
ly furnished. Harry Johnson, ed mutton.
Tourist Attraction
510 S. Jefferson St.
ltp.
A campaign to bring about
An easy quick dish for lunchFOR SALE—Pedigreed N e w eon, dinner or supp
building of a roadway across the
er is hot waftop of TVA's Kentucky Dam at
Zealand Red Trio, One Doe fles with a cheese sauce flavorGilbertsville, to enable vehicuwith 5 young, one doe bred ed with chopped green or ripe
.
lar traffic to cross the Tennessee
If
bought by Saturday night, olives.
river there, has been launched across it. That project is regardus.
If your children don't drink as
Sept
.
23,
$12
will
buy them.
by boosters of development of ed as essential to development
See or call Harold Wilson. ltp. much milk as they should try
of the area, since it would protourist travel in Kentucky.
adding a bit of canned fruit and
FARM FOR SALE-2-mile
Building of the roadway over vide easy access to the dam and
s E. its juice and calling it a milk
the
lake
area
for motorists.
the dam has hit a snag as a
Fredonia on gravel road.
re135 shake.
Mr. Watkins has agreed to all
sult of the position of J. S. Wat
acres all tillable, limeaton
- details of the
e
project with exkins, State commissioner of
soil 1-well and 1-cistern. For
ception of the roadway across
highways, who has declined
full
particulars see or call L.
to
endorse plans which had been the dam, which he has said
A. Walker, Prone 672.
ltp.
approved for construction of the should be built entirely with ENGINEERS CAPTURE OF 20,000
NAZIS—Lt. Sam Magill, 24, PERMAN
ENT WAVE, 59c1 Do
road with a combination of federal funds. U. S. authorities of Ashtabula, 0., pictured with his
wife, was credited withh
have answered they cannot pay gineering the surr
your own Permanent
enState and federal funds.
ender of 20,000 Germans
with
in southern France.
100
perc
ent
of
Charm-Kurl Kit. Comp
(AP
the
cost
A project calling for building
Wirephoto).
of such a
lete
Nell Holt
By The
proj
ect,
but
will
equipment, including 40
pay 50 or 60
of the roadway, erection of
a percent.
curlCAR
BID
AN
E
D CARBON CHEMICALS COR
new bridge over the Cumber
ers and shampoo. Easy to
I Rives Re
do,
PORATION
Kentucky Dam was designed
land river between Kuttawa and
absolutey harmless. Prai
needs
Treat
sed
teur
so
that
a cantilever bridge can
Gilbertsville, and construc
by thousands including
EXPERIENCED OPERATORS
tion
Fay
Off
ice
of a new highway from Kuttaw be attached, but TVA was not
Ith
McKe
nzie
, glamorous movie
a
and
to U. S. Highway 68 at a poin authorized to build this bridge.
star. Money refunded if
11 Holt, 5,
t
Repu
blic
not
ans
of Warren county
It is estimated entertainment
PRODUCTION TRAINEES
between Paducah and Bent
satisfied.
Mrs. Delto
on
are making extensive plans
j27-828
for
had been approved by both of tourists can become one of
Cal
dwe
(Male and Female)
ll
Fol
k
DAW
Aw
SON
ay
'S
DRU
the
Bric
Rives, 5, son
G STORE.
ker rallypwhich is to be
State and federal officials whil Kentucky's most profitable inFor work in Vital War Project Near Kno
e
From Home Show
held at the Armory Monday
xville, Tennessee
C. Rives, b
FOR SALE—Girls' bike
J. Lyter Donaldson was Stat dustries of the State is made in,
; excele viting to them
Oct. 2, at 2 o'clock, says J.
TRANSPORTATION REIMBURSE
Litt
.
commissioner of highways.
E.
In normal times,
le
lent condition; 2 sets
Inte
Mechanic
rest
n
tires.
D
Polley, campaign chairman,
ADEQUATE LIVING QUARTE
Thomas H. MacDonald, federal there is an endless flow of
Phone 435 mornings.
Only about 200 Cald
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